
 

 
 
 
Additional Information - A Typical Process Cost Model
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  A Process Cost Model for Investment Casting

 In this section we present a slightly different approach to cost modeling. There is no 
single guiding physical model of the operation. The cost evaluation starts with a de-
tailed process fl owchart1  in which each operation is shown in sequence and the cost 
for the operation is built up by the summation of the time to perform many individual 
elements of the operation.  

  The steps for producing jet engine turbine blades from directionally solidifi ed 
(DS) superalloys are shown in Fig. 1. In the DS process the mold is slowly with-
drawn from the furnace, so that the grains grow in a directional manner parallel to 
the length of the blade. This produces a structure with practically no grain boundaries 
perpendicular to the direction of bending stress, so that failure from stress rupture 
becomes less likely. 

 The casting process used is investment casting,2  in which a ceramic mold is made 
by coating a wax pattern of the part. A number of blades can be made at once by assem-
bling them as a “tree.” Then the wax is melted and poured out to create the mold cavity. 
Vacuum melted metal is poured into the hollow tree of blades, and the temperature is 
carefully controlled to produce directional grain growth. When the blades are removed 
from the brittle ceramic mold, they must be trimmed, polished, and heat treated.  

  

 In this cost model the unit cost is expressed by a modifi cation of Eq. (16.7) in 
which all overhead costs are lumped into a single factor LOH that is a composite fac-
tor of the hourly labor rate plus an overhead rate.      
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2 engineering design 

Cu � total unit (per piece)  cost
Cm � material cost, $/lb

where   n � number of parts per batch
m � number of batches operated simultaneously by one operator
t � time required to complete the operation element for the process

A detailed cost breakdown is prepared for each step in an operation. Here we show 
the details of the fi rst operation, “prepare the pattern.” The pattern is a cluster of wax 
shapes of turbine blades that will be  invested  in the next step by coating them with a 
ceramic slurry. The steps involved in producing the cluster are (1) wax patterns con-
taining  internal  cores  are  prepared  by  injection  molding (Eq.3), (2) the parts of the 
pattern  are  assembled  into  a cluster  of  blades (Eq. 2), (3) any defects are smoothed 
out (dressing the cluster), and (4) the fi nished cluster is inspected. The cost model for 
this step in the prepare pattern operation is
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where Cpp � cost of pattern preparation
ncl � number of blades per cluster

tamp � time to assemble the patterns in a cluster
tdc � time required to dress the cluster
tci � time required inspect the cluster

Cp � cost of a wax pattern
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 Figure 1
 Process flow chart for directionally solidified turbine blades. 
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where tdic � time to dress and inspect cores
tip � time required to inject the pattern
tifp � time required to inspect fi nal pattern
Cw � cost of wax, $/lb

Wwp � wax weight in pattern
Ck � cost of ceramic cores
Ccl � cost of components in cluster other than the pattern
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where tinp � injection time
Wwmp � weight of wax

 Clearly this method requires that the costs be established with a high level of de-
tail.   An equation similar to Eq. (2) is developed  for each  process operation shown 
in Fig. 1.   Usually it is just a summation of the time required to carry out an opera-
tion in the process step, but occasionally some aspect of the operation can be modeled 
with a physical model. 

 The process model for the casting (solidifi cation) step is      
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where Cc � unit cost for the casting step
nc � number of blades per casting 
mf � number of furnaces per operator
tct � constant time needed to cast a batch regardless of the withdrawal rate
L � withdrawal length
v � withdrawal velocity

 Thus, since the withdrawal rate of the casting may be very slow, Eq. (5) shows 
that this is a signifi cant  cost driver . 

 An important aspect in process costs, and especially when the technology is new, 
is the  process yield . The simple (uncoupled) yield factor is      

 Y
i

i
= number of acceptable parts from the th ooperation

number of parts that enter the ti hh operation
 (6) 

 where  Y i   is the yield for the  i th process operation. For example, the cost of producing 
one acceptable part from the casting operation is       
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 The cost of manufacturing DS blades is shown in the following table in terms of 
four main cost centers. The table shows which aspect of the manufacturing sequence 
contributes the most to the product cost. Note the importance of including product 
yield in the cost analysis. Without considering yield, the coating of the blade for high-
temperature oxidation prevention would be the chief cost driver, but when yield is 
considered, the casting operation is revealed as the high cost contributor because the 
yield for casting is low. 

Percentage Contribution of Cost

Cost center
Without Yield 
Consideration

Considering 
Process Yield

Casting 30.2 42.3

Machining and fi nishing 16.6 24.4

Coating 47.4 25.3

Final acceptance testing 5.8 8.0

100.0 100.0
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